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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we work on the problem of inserting logo into part of a previously compressed video sequence while
transcoding it to a video stream with lower rate. In most of the transcoding architecture, it has been widely
accepted to reuse the motion information extracted from the original incoming bit stream. For our transcoding
and logo insertion process, we preserve the same motion information as the incoming video stream for the parts
that were unaffected by logo, and propose an efficient algorithm to code logo areas. We first find the proper
range of pictures that might be affected by logo insertions, analyze logo-affected parts of those pictures, and
perform corresponding algorithms depending on the picture types. In addition, we develop a method to achieve
better bit allocation during logo insertion. The efficiency of our algorithm is demonstrated by simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Video transcoding is widely used in many video communication applications. It is a process of converting a
compressed stream to another one with different compression format~~2 and/or lower bit rate.3-6 In our study,
we constrain the transcoding operation to be reducing the bit rate of a previously compressed MPEG-2 video
stream. The proposed algorithms can be extended to be suitable for other common video standards, such as
MPEG-1 and H.263. We proposed new rate control algorithms for MPEG-2 transcoding process in another
pa~er.~ One very useful and highly demanded feature in video tramcoding  is to insert logo into part of the bit
stream. In this work, we focus on the logo insertion problem during MPEG video transcoding, and present an
efficient logo insertion scheme.

We consider both cases of inserting the transparent and non-transparent logos. The non-transparent logo
totally replaces the part of the image data covered by logo. The transparent logo only overlays on the original
image data which still can be seen through the transparent logo. In efficient and low cost video transcoding,‘-6  it
is recommended to reuse the basic video stream information obtained from the compressed input bit stream, such
as picture coding types, motion vectors, and macroblock information. It reduces the computational complexity
tremendously without losing much output video quality. In order for our logo insertion scheme to be applicable
to as many different transcoders as possible, our scheme also reserve and reuse the information decoded from
the input stream as much as possible.

In Section 2, we will first analyze what will be affected by inserting transparent and non-transparent logos
respectively. Then we will develop procedures to systematically determine the affected pictures and affected
area in those pictures due to logo insertion. Next we will derive solutions on how to change the macroblock
prediction mode and how to modify the motion vectors of those affected areas in the affected pictures (including
I, P, and B pictures) for various macroblock modes. The affected areas includes both the part covered by logo
and the parts that use the image data in the logo area for motion compensated prediction. The two different
affected areas are treated with different algorithms.

In Section 3, we will study how to quantize the logo area. To avoid the flicking and pulsation artifacts in the
logo area and to guarantee the same visual quality of the logo, we will present an algorithm to quantize the logo
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